These results are applied to the analysis of
If one additional hypothesis on the dimension of the principal Jordan blocks of M holds, then the quotient order of the yn is also \(M).
The behavior of the homogeneous recurrence is studied for all values of \(M).
These results are applied to the analysis of
(1) Nonlinear iteration with application to iteration with memory and to parallel iteration algorithms.
(2) Order and efficiency of composite iteration.
1. Introduction. We study the behavior of the vector recurrence (i) y"+i =My» +w«+i under very weak assumptions. We apply our results to the analysis of iterations for nonlinear equations and to the composition of such iterations. In particular our results can be used to study one-point iterations with memory and iterations for solving nonlinear equations on parallel computers. An extended discussion of applications, including use of the power method to calculate the spectral radius, may be found in Feldstein and Traub [74] .
Let II*|| denote any convenient vector norm or the induced matrix norm.
When the following limits exist, define the root order by R(yn) = Urn HyJI1'" n-+<*> and the quotient order by , lly"+'" ö(y") = "!m~iwr-Clearly, if the quotient order exists, then so does the root order (though not conversely), and they are equal. In order to draw the conclusions which follow we must assume that the initial vector y0 does not lie in a certain subspace. Since the statement of this hypothesis is given in Eq. (16) and involves certain quantities not defined until Section 5, we find it convenient to label this as the "subspace hypothesis". We now state our main result; the proof is given in Section 5.
Theorem 1. Assume \(M) > 1 and 1. IIw"|| < w < °° for all n, 2. "Subspace hypothesis". Then
3. Dk<Dfor2<k<L, when |Xfe| = |X| with Xk =¿ X, then (Ü) ß(y") = X(M). Herzberger [74] has independently analyzed the order of (1). However, his assumptions are far more restrictive than ours. Of course there are important applications of (1) where Herzberger's conditions hold. In our terminology Herzberger's main result may be stated as Theorem l'. Assume 1. lim"_,"w" = w < °°, 2. X(M)> 1, 3 . M is a nonnegative matrix, 4. M is primitive (see Varga [62] ).
Because of his strong conditions, Herzberger does not need to distinguish between the existence of root and quotient order. Herzberger does not include a subspace hypothesis although we believe one to be necessary.
The example y"+1 = Xy" + w, X < 1, w =£ 0, shows that Theorem 1 need not hold if X < 1. However the conclusions of Theorem 1 hold for all values of X if we restrict ourselves to homogeneous recurrences, wn = 0 for all n. In this case (1) becomes y"+1 = Myn + l, the y" are the iterates of the power method and we have Theorem 2. Assume 1. wn = 0 for all n.
;/x(M)>Oaníí¡/ (2) "Homogeneous subspace hypothesis", then
If, in addition, 3. Dk<Dfor2<k<L, when \Xk\ = X with Xk = X, then im ß(y") = X(M).
Observe that if X(AÍ) = 0, then no subspace condition is required. If \(M) > 0, then the homogeneous subspace hypothesis is the classical condition that the initial vector y0 may not be an eigenvector corresponding to a subdominant eigenvalue. In the notation of this paper the homogeneous subspace hypothesis is (16) with f = 0 and 5 = 1 for all X (even |X| = 1).
We summarize the rest of this paper. Applications are considered in the next two sections while the proof of the main theorem is deferred until the last two sections.
Readers interested primarily in the proof should turn first to Section 4. Section 2 discusses the matrix representation of nonlinear iteration and utilizes the representation in the analysis of parallel algorithms. New results on the order and efficiency of composite iteration are analyzed in Section 3. The main result is proved in Section 4. Proofs of estimates needed in the proof of the main theorem may be of independent interest and appear in Section 5. (2) x«+i=V(x").
Assume that at least one component of xn converges to at least one component of the constant vector a. Let the components of xn, yn, and a. be labelled xn ¡,yn -, and o^-. Let ynJ = log\xnJ-aj\.
Then \\yn\\ ->Mas« -*■ °°. For many important problems, the vectors yn satisfy (1). Examples are given below. We then call (1) the logarithmic error equation (or simply the error equation) for the sequence {x" } and call M the matrix representation of the iteration function ip.
If (1) is the error equation of (2), we define the root order of </? as R(<e) = R(yn) and the quotient order of (¿> as Qbp) = Ö(y").
The important idea of matrix representation of nonlinear iteration is due to (3) z"+i =*(zn>zn-i'-->zn-N+ù with errors satisfying
where the b¡ are nonnegative integers. Equation (3) (1)+w<1> v (2) =Mv (2)+w (2) 
Then
Rtoi ° *i) = X(M2Mj).
If, in addition, 4. Dk<Dfor2<k<L, when |Xk| = |X| with Xk ¥= X, rÄen Ô(V>2 ^i)= XCMjMj).
Observe that a composite algorithm may have an order of convergence either less than, equal to, or greater than the product of the orders of the individual algorithms. We wish to compare the efficiency of the composite iteration <p2 ° ipt with the efficiencies of <pl and ip2. In the following discussion we do not distinguish between root and quotient order; both are represented by p(ifi). We denote p¡ = p(*p¡), p¡¡ = PbPi ° <P/)> cfj = c(ipi ° ty), eif = e(<p¡ ° q). We assume that c12 = c2A. Then by Corollary l,el 2 = e2 l. It is reasonable to assume that c2 j < cx + c2. In the following theorem assume that pl = X(M1), p2 = X(M2), and p2 1 = X(M2Mx). The hypotheses of Theorems 1 and 3 are sufficient to guarantee this. We omit the proof which is straightforward.
Theorem 4. 1. Let c2 1 = c1 + c2.
, then min(ej, e2) < e2>1 < max(e(, e2).
(c) IfX(M2M1) < X(M2)\(Ml), then e2x < maxiej, e2). 2. On the other hand, let c2 j < Cj + c2.
If X(M2MX) > X(M2)X(Ml), then min(ej, e2) < e2 x.
It is possible that the efficiency of a composite iteration may be greater than the maximum efficiencies of the component iterations, i.e., (7a) e2I > max(ej,e2).
In view of Theorem 4 this can only happen if either of the following conditions holds:
Example 9 of Feldstein and Traub [74] shows a situation where (7a, b, c) all hold.
We can easily calculate sufficient conditions for (7a) to hold. For example, assume that c2 j = cx + c2 and that (7c) holds. Let n = logX(M2Mx) -\ogX(M2) -logX(Mj) > 0.
Then e2 x > max(ej, e2) if n>Cj(e2-e1) fore2>e1, or r¡>c2(eí-e2) fote2<el.
In general we are interested in iterations such that r¡ and p. Since the proofs of these lemmas are rather long and since these lemmas may be of independent interest, we defer the proofs until Section 5 and confine ourselves here to a statement of the results needed for the proof of Theorem 1. We shall start from Eq.
( 
ß",*=4"/(X"C(«, £>- §)), 0°) *n,k = t Jfrn-i,k-.
1=0
When the limit exists (see Eqs. (28) and (30)), define
If ||wn|| < w < °° for all n, then we will show (30) that this limit exists and indeed that fk(z) is analytic for |z| < |X_11. For 1 < k < K let IVk be the Dk x Dk matrix having ones on the superdiagonal and zeros elsewhere. Then W'k = 0 for / > Dk and Wk k is a matrix with a one in the upper right-hand corner and zeros elsewhere. If Dk = 1, define Wk = 0, Wk k = 1. Usually the subscript of Wk will be clear from context, and we will simply write W. The symbol 0(n~l) will denote a scalar, a vector, or a matrix (according to context) each of whose entries is bounded in absolute value by ri~l times some nonnegative constant. Lemma 1. £ef X(M) > 0. 77ie following hold for I <k <K:
1. //|Xk|<|X|,irierjQ"jk=0(«-1).
2. IfDk <£> -1, then Qnk = 0(n~l). (11) that (12) yr.,k=Jky0,k + s"tk, where sn k was given by (10). Let (13) v">k=y";k/(X"C(«,Z>-6)).
Substitute (12) and (9) into (13). Then (14) V* = ß">ky0>* + s",k/(X"C(«, D -Ô)).
Since llw^H is bounded by hypothesis and £7 is a nonsingular matrix, ||w"|| is also bounded. Lemmas 1 and 2 may be applied. Parts 1 and 2 of the lemmas clearly show that we need to consider only those components for which |Xk| = |X| and Dk = D both hold, for otherwise vn k -* 0. Apply part 3 of Lemmas 1 and 2 to those components to obtain <15) V* = (V^r^r1 {Sy0,fc + hiK1)} + o(n~l).
We are now ready to define the subspace hypothesis which is hypothesis 2 in Theorems 1, 2, and 3:
(16) Wf?-1 {8y0k + ffciXfc1)} ¥= 0 for some k such that |Xk| = |X| and Dk = D.
(Recall that y0 k and fk in (16) come from the Jordan transform of (1). Recall also that, in Theorem 2, fk = 0 and 6 = 1, always.) Note (16) implies that the full vector vn has at least one component which, as « -► °° is bounded away from zero (recall that |Xk| = |X| ¥= 0). By (13), the same is true for the vector yn and thus also for y^.
Since 0=0 when X(M) = 1, the subspace hypothesis becomes for some k such that |Xk| = 1 and Dk = D. There are many nontrivial situations that yield fk(X-1) = 0. In such cases Theorem 1 cannot be applied although Riyn) = 1 and Qiyn) = 1 may still hold. We shall not pursue this in the present paper.
To establish the root order result, take norms in (15).
Ilv")k|| < IXI^IlIVII^iölly^H + \\fk(Xkl)\\} + 0(n~l).
Thus vn is bounded in norm. Since C(n,D -,8)/nD"5 -♦ l/(£> -8)\ as n -► °°, then y'n = f-1y" = x"nD-\ for some vector v'n which is bounded in norm and which by application of the subspace hypotheses is bounded away from zero for n sufficiently large. Therefore, Wy'"\\1/n = |X|n(fl-fi)/"||v;i|1/n -|X| as n -> °°. '
Hence R(y'n) = X(M).
To establish the quotient order result, we need to consider only k = 1 (by the hypotheses of Theorem 1 and by Lemmas 1 and 2). Since X1 = X, then Eq. (15) becomes (see the Remark following Lemma 2) (17) Vi = Ai-^-i {ôy01 + fjiX-1)} + 0(n'1).
An application of the subspace hypothesis shows that \n x has a nonzero limit as n -*■<*>. Thus there is some vector v'n, with a nonzero limit, for which y'n = xv-v,, Consider the functions <//"(z) = £"=uz' and i//(z) = 2?L0z'. Since limfl^.00i//n(z) = \¡j(z) is analytic for |z| < 1, then iimn_fao\¡j^"\z) = \¡/-m\z) is also analytic, and thus also absolutely convergent for |z| < 1 (superscript denotes differentiation). Thus
It is not hard to verify that (24) ¿C(i,m)z'=¿zw *<*>£).
I-m
Since 0 < m < Dk -1, |Xk/rk| < 1, \rj~n < 1 for £>k < i < n, and ||w"_i>(t|| < w, then the norm of (22) is analytic for |z| < |X l|-(In fact fk(z) is analytic for |z| < 1 when |X| = 1 and for |z| < 1 when |X| > 1.) Equation (27) may be written as %,k = (h/XrK-DWD-%(\-l) + 0(n-ly
To complete the proof, take norms, recall that |Xk| = |X|, and take the limit as m -► oo. D
